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A: The following regular expression works for me to detect the existence of this file extension : (.+?)\.Face[Hh][A-Za-z]+$ Example in Regex101 As you can see in the output, the first group will match Face, followed by a single letter or digit and (depending on the alphabetic or numeric character type) an uppercase or lowercase letter or digit, and then a final group
that will match another letter or digit and another single letter or digit. Note: This example is based on the : your requirement : "only 1 certain repeated text is desired, not many repeated texts is desired" Use of a condition to make sure it is not a directory Detect the files instead of the directories (eg. the.Face[Hh][A-Za-z]+$ should be.*Face[Hh][A-Za-z]+$ (.*)$ for
the second part) If you want to match the existence of the file extension regardless of the content of the file, use this pattern:.+?\.Face[Hh][A-Za-z]+$ If you want to match that the name is complete : .*Face[Hh][A-Za-z]+$ .*(.+?)\\.Face[Hh][A-Za-z]+$ Regex101 Can't tell you how much I appreciate the original mods for this site. I've been using this site since before
the end of the Xmas break and would be lost without you all. What I just don't understand is why on top of the mods you guys put on this site you would insist on using the browser add-on that shows the balloon message that says my Mute countdown is over and comes up when I make a post. I don't think that's a problem. I'm sure someone who can change it can get to
it. If not, I'll get to it, if I get a chance. Too many other things on my plate right now to worry about it (which is no excuse for not caring about something, obviously). I was wondering if the admins would let me delete the thread, but I think it's important. No one knows if this was simply a word misspelling when he made it, or that someone pasted
A: There are many techniques, some can be automated, some need some human intervention. It depends on the levels of security, what they want to be secure against and when they want to be secure. Also the legal issues are the limiting factor, because not all classes of attacks are legal. This means it is sometimes hard to find out which attacks are legal or not. For
example, keyloggers etc are not illegal in many jurisdictions. So yes, they can be monitored for sensitive data, they can be monitored for the administrative controls. They can be monitored for the most common attacks. Yes they can be monitored for data breaches. But not for any other class of attack. Q: Possible to schedule a question for migration after it has
attracted a good answer? I flagged a question which is currently at 2 close votes to be closed. I got the following comment: Closing: The community has decided that this question does not show any research effort; it is unclear or not useful. Please read the FAQ: I have read the How to ask page, but I'm not sure what this question requires "research effort". Perhaps this
has something to do with lack of context? The question was asked a few months ago, and has already gotten a good answer. Would it be possible to migrate it to the main Stackexchange before it is closed? A: No. The research the question asked for was: Theory of ethics tells us that right from wrong are not based on universal ethical theories. Moreover, different
people have different standards of what is right and wrong, and some of us are more good-hearted than others. And the answer given asked for that same research, looking for references. Both of those are valid, complete, and comprehensive questions, and based on my time on philosophy.stackexchange.com, it was well-received. Just because there might be other
people out there who would like to see a more topical, timely question on the same topic, doesn't mean it shouldn't be closed and deleted. Q: Build your own.NET Core 2.0 library I want to create a.NET core 2.0 library which is open source. I prefer to use C ba244e880a
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